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The SOFAR Channel
Eric Keen
Note: Given the shallow depths and complex bathymetry to be found in the Bangarang study area,
underwater sound propagation there is vastly different than in the SOFAR channel of open oceans. However, this
Backgrounder covers a fundamental principle in marine acoustics that is important to be familiar with.

In 1948, Maurice Ewing & J. Lamar Worzel published what has become a classic paper on “Longrange sound transmission” in the oceans. In it, these Columbia University scientists report experimentally
locating a previously unknown acoustic phenomenon: a “natural channel existing within the oceans”,
centered around the depth of the sound speed minimum, through which sound waves can travel
remarkable distances (in their words, “probably 10,000 miles”). This discovery was of immediate interest
to the US Navy. Before this article was even off the press, the Navy had established a network of
listening stations at the axis of this sound channel and named the program SOFAR: SOund Fixing And
Ranging. Hence the name, SOFAR channel.
By collaborating with the US Navy Underwater Sound Laboratory, Ewing & Worzel arranged for
4-lb dynamite charges to be fired at depths of 1200 m, 900 m, and at the surface. These explosive shots
were received and recorded by a shallow (25m) and a deep hydrophone (1200m). These charges were
received from over 900 miles away, which was the maximum range of the naval ship from which they
were listening. They were nowhere near their detection threshold. In subsequent work, they discern
sounds from 3,100 miles away (Ewing & Worzel 1948). They also tested the ability of sea floor-moored
hydrophones (rather than those suspended from vessels) to detect such far-flung signals, with
satisfactory results.
The concept underlying the SOFAR channel is based upon the effect of depth-variable seawater
properties on the speed of sound. With increasing depth, temperature decreases rapidly. In the Atlantic,
temperature drops to less than 0 degrees Celsius by approximately 1400 m. In the Pacific, this
temperature is reached above approximately 950 m. However, below these depths, increasing pressure
counterbalances this temperature drop. Because water becomes more compressible the colder it
becomes, and because sound speed varies with both the compressibility and pressure of its medium, the
sound speed profile closely reflects this interplay of temperature and pressure. The temperature/pressure
threshold corresponds to a sound speed minimum (See Fig. 1).
As a sound wave propagates through a medium of increasing sound speed, the wave will refract
back towards slower media. As a result, if a sound’s source is at the depth of the sound speed minimum,
waves propagating from that source, whether travelling towards the seafloor or the surface, will be
refracted back towards their original depth. Overcompensating and thus crossing over that depth, these
waves will be refracted back again. As a result, sound waves are made to oscillate about the depth of
minimum sound speed. This depth is thus the axis of a “sound channel” in the deep ocean, in which
radiating waves are funneled, and thus intensified, into a “guide” that maintains signal strength and
focuses the wave over extreme distances, especially for low-frequency sounds (whose attenuation
coefficients are very small). This is the SOFAR channel (Fig. 2). In higher latitudes, where the
temperature minimum is much closer to the surface, the SOFAR channel also shoals, often incorporating
a reflective boundary at the sea surface itself.
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Because geometrical spreading only occurs in the horizontal dimension (that is, the sound
propagates as a cylinder, not a sphere), the peak pressure of the sound wave decreases as the inverse
first power of the distance. This results in a larger range of detectable intensities, “quite readable” as far
as 10,000 miles, as long as the receiver is suspended within the SOFAR channel.
When a sound is made within the SOFAR channel and radiates spherically out from its source,
only a fraction of the emitted waves will propagate at an angle that will be captured by the SOFAR
channel. If the wave is at anything greater than a 15-degree angle to the sound channel’s axis, it will
escape the waveguide and reflect off the sea surface and the seafloor, scattering and being absorbed at
these interfaces (Ewing & Worzel 1948). In this 1948 experiment, no reflected sounds were detected over
200 miles away. Only the sounds made within the channel and propagating at a very acute angle to its
axis transmitted very far.
However, of the waves trapped within the SOFAR channel, those with the maximum angle will
propagate fastest and arrive at the source first. This may sound counterintuitive, but it is the case. The
last sound to arrive travels along the axis, which is the shortest sound path between the source and
receiver. In this way, sounds arrive at the receiver sorted by their original angle of propagation, which
results in a distortion of the sound.
By triangulating sounds with multiple hydrophones, the source location of a sound could be
calculated with fair precision (within a mile). Ewing & Worzel presage the vast implications of their
discovery with respect to naval prospects and geology (they were funded by the former, and published in
the Geological Society of America): 1) long-range naval communication and positioning, 2) discovery of
shoal areas from long distances using sonar, and 3) locating deep-sea volcanoes.
Over the years, the uses of this marine acoustic phenomenon have been extended to geophysics,
animal bioacoustics, and studies into anthropogenic noise amplification. In fact, the dynamics of the
SOFAR channel launched many new fields of research, including the bioacoustics of marine mammals:
In 1971, Payne & Webb proposed that, by exploiting the properties of the SOFAR channel, baleen whales
can orient themselves to regional bathymetry and “neighbor” whales using their low-frequency calls (~1020 Hz). In principle, they argued, these whales could maintain acoustic contact despite being separated
by entire ocean basins; this would necessitate a paradigm shift in how we think of the social organization
of these cetaceans. This instigated prolonged controversy that would last for decades, and still influences
scientific discourse today. However, many publications have reported the detection of baleen whales
from more than a thousand kilometers away (e.g. McDonald et al. 1995, Stafford et al. 1999, Sirovic et al.
2007), thus vindicating Payne & Webb’s original premise.
Today, the SOFAR remains at the forefront of exciting research in an even newer and urgent
field: measuring climate change in the ocean. This connection was first made by Munk et al. (1994), in
their paper on “The Heard Island Feasibility Test” (HIFT).
The HIFT, motivated by the problem of global warming, was carried out to establish the limits of
long-range acoustic transmissions and the potential precision in measuring it. To cite their rationale, “One
needs a method for measuring average temperature over large ocean ranges.” Predicated upon the
premise that the travel time of sound between two points is a sensitive indicator of ocean temperature
change, 57-Hz signals were transmitted from a site in the southern Indian Ocean (Heard Island), where
the SOFAR axis was shoaling, to receiver stations (n=16, Figure 3) around the world. Knowing that
minute changes in global temperature would result in correspondingly small changes in sound travel time,
establishing that such precision was possible in acoustics monitoring was essential to establishing
acoustics as an effective aide in the science of global climate change. This test was thus designed to
gauge the potential of a program for Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate (ATOC).
ATOC, also known as Ocean Acoustic Tomography (OAT), was born out of the HIFT and
expounded upon in Munk et al. (1995). Its goal is to detect changes in the oceanic environment using our
knowledge of SOFAR propagation. Because sound propagation speed varies by temperature and salinity
fluctuations in the water, the arrival times of meticulously measured anthropogenic sounds can point to
temporal patterns in the marine environment.
The HIFT was considered successful; transmitted sounds were received from great distances in
all directions (in one case, from Bermuda, 16,000 km away from Heard Island). The test also pointed to
important considerations in the design of ATOC arrays, including the horizontal refraction of sound waves
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around seafloor topography and the propagation of sound waves through “fronts” in the ocean circulation.
Munk and his colleagues stressed the importance of selecting ATOC paths that are as free as possible
from bathymetric obstacles.
This test laid the groundwork for developing ATOC methodologies and applications, which
remains an active field of research today (Aulenier et al. 2011). In recent years, OAT has been used to
monitor other environmental changes in the ocean, including El Nino and Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
tidal effects, and diurnal currents (e.g. Ogasawara et al. 2006, Ogasawara et al. 2008, Aulenier et al.
2011). While these studies, building off of Munk’s groundbreaking work, take the concept of the SOFAR
channel well beyond that which Ewing & Worzel envisioned back in the 1940’s, much remains to be
known: can long-term ATOC monitoring actually document thermal patterns in the ocean? Is it the most
feasible and helpful means of doing so? Is there some simpler indicator, such as the depth of the sound
speed minimum, that could be more illustrative of climate change than sound travel-time over ocean
basins? What else can ATOC tell us about regional phenomena in ocean systems, like ENSO? Well,
SOFAR, so good, but many questions remain.
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Figure 1. Ewing & Worzel (1948) empirically measured the sound speed profile in various locations of
their study area in the Atlantic, showing a clear minimum at approximately 700 fathoms. (Figure is from
their paper.)

Figure 2. Representation of sound wave propagation within the SOFAR channel, from Ewing & Worzel
(1948).
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Figure 3. Ray paths to various receivers in Munk et al.’s (1991) Heard Island Feasibility Test, from their
paper.
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